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ABSTRACT

A three-dimensional "long waves" model is diseussed for the

study of tides aod storm surges in 'a shallow weIl-mixed eontinen

tal sea. Emphasis is plaeed on the North Sea where tidal and storm

eurrents eonstitute the essential part of the eireulation and esti

mates from observations in the North Sea and, more espeeially, the

. Southern Bight are used to assess the relative importanee of diffe

rent effeets and derive a simple set of equations by whieh vertieal

profiles of tidal and storm eurrents ea~ be predieted, at eaeh

points, as funetions of time.

INTRODUCTION

'-Although depth-integrated two-dimensional models of marine eir

eulation are now very well established, very little has been dpne

sofar in the development of three-dimensio~almodels. This is due,

in parti~ular, to the diffieulty of 'solving three-dimensional time

dependent equatioos arid providing appropriate boundary eonditions
I

for them'.

However, in the ease of long waves in a shallow sea (tides and

storm surges, with a eharaeteristie horizontal length seal~ mueh

greater than the depth), horizontal turbulent diffusion and noo

linear horizontal adveetion are usually small eompared to time va-
, \

riations, pressure and surfaee elevation gradients, Coriolis aceele-

ration and vertieal turbulent diffusion. This is not true every

where : near amphidromie points for instanee (e.g. Ronday 1976), ty

pieal length seales of horizontal variations of the tidal fiel~ may

be mueh smaller than the tidal wive length.' . But apart from sueh

"singular" loealized area, the three-dimensional equations deseri

bing the long wave eireulation in the sea reduce with a good



approximation to the classical Ekman, equations where only derivati

ves with respect to time and the'vertical coordinate appear.

This has led several authors (e.g. Jelesnianski 1970,

Forristall 1974) to examine the possibility of combining a two

dimensional depth-integrated model with a locally one-dimensional

Ekman model to simulate the general depth~mean cireulation in the

sea as weIl as the vertical variations of velocity, turbulent

stresses, etc.~

In the North Sea, Nihoul and Ronday (1970) h~ve shown that a

4t eorrect reproduetion of tides and storm surges - including amphi

dromic· and near coast areas - and subs~quent residual curre~ts re

quired a non-linear depth-integrated two-dimensionalmodel even if,

in most places, the linear one-dimensional model on which the stu

dies by Jelenianski and Forristall are based (Jelenianski 1970,

Forristall 1974) could be regarded as a locally satisfactory appro-

·ximation.

Models appropriate to the description of the North Sea depth

integrated eireulation have been developed by several authors and

are now weIl documented (e.g. Leendertse 1967, Heaps 1969, Nihoul

and Ronday 1976, Nihoul 1975, 1976, Ronday 1976).

One of the main problems arising in these models is the para-

•. meterization of the bottom stress. Indeed integration 'over depth

introduces, in the hydrodynamie equations, the surfaee stress and

the bottom stress and, while the former can be.evaluated from at

mospherie data, the latter must be parameterized in terms of the

mean or depth-integrated horizontal velocity .introducing an empi

rieal drag coefficient. In general, one sets (e.g. Groen and

Groves 1966, Heaps 1967, Ronday 1976)

2

!b = - m ! s + D ~ 11 ~ 11 ( 1 )

where !b and !s are res~ectively the specific bottom and surface

stresses (stresses dividedby the specifie mass of sea water) and

where m and D are two empirical coeffieients (D is the drag coef-

ficient).

. ,,
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The parameters m and D must be adjusted not only"to have the

right magnitude o~ !b but also the right direction. One notes

that eq. 1, if used with constant m and D, :introduces a rather se

vere assumption on the relationship between the direction of the

bottom stress and that of the mean flow vel~~ity ~.An error at

this stage might seriously affect the final prediction of the mo-
. .

dei and several authors have stressed the need of three-dimensional

modelling if only to assess the. limits of validi~y of eq. 1.

Using Ekman theory,· Welander (1957) suggested. that the bottom

stress could be determined from the local time-histories of the

wind stress and the surface 'slope by means of an integral operator

in the form of a convolution integral. Jelesnianski (1970) used

.. ehis approach to calculate bottom friction in his study of storm
. I

surges, Gedney and Lick (]972) used it to calculate steady state

current profiles in Lake Erie and Forristall (]974) presented a

study of hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico based on a model using a

rluit~ dirr~rence scheme on the. integrated equations

••

lowed by an evaluation of convolution integrals over the sea slope and wind

stress to calculate current profiles at selected points in the grid.

These very elegant studies, unfortunately, had to assume a

constant vertical eddy viscosity coefficient. This' assumption crea

tes difficulties with the formulation ~f the bottom boundary condi

tion (e.g. Jelcsnianski ]970) and canonly gi~e a rath~r inadequate

representation of the bottom boundary layer. Thus, having the pa

rameterization of bottom friction particularly in mind, it has

seemed intcresting to try to improve~he model in this respe~t.

In the North Sea, in typical weather conditions, the observa

tions indicate that the vertical ed~y viscosity is a functionof

the depth, inc~easing firstlinearly with height over the bo~tom

and then flattening out in the upper layers following some ~orm of

parabolic curve ..(e~g. Bowden 1965, ionday ]976). Ibis is obviously

in relation with the existence near the sea floor of a logarithmic
. . .

bottom boundary layer.of wbich tbere is now ample experimental evi-

dence (e.g. Weatherly 1977).



One of the demands upon three-dimensional models of the

North Sea 1S thus to take into account the variations of the eddy

viscosity with- depthin a realistic way, respecting the linear

asymptotic behaviour observed near the bottom.

The method proposed in this paper, to answer this purpose, is
I

based on series expansions of (modified) Ekman variables in eigen-

functions of the vertical turbulent diffusivity operator. Ihis

method is somewhat similar to that used by Heaps in an earlier very

attraciive endeavour of three-dimensional modelling of the Irish

Sea (Heaps 1972, 1976).: However the setting there was-"different

and, in particular, a constant vertical eddy viscosity coefficient

was aga in assumed.

With this method, an analytical solution of Ekman equations

(with variableeddy viscosity) can be formulated in terms of the

wind stress, the vertical me an current and the associated surface

elevation. A simple iterationprocedure is proposed to take into

acount non-linear advection terms, neglected in Ekman equations, in

the regions where they may be important.

The final result is a three-dimensional model of tides and

storm surges composed of a depth-integrated two-dimensional model

~oupled~- through a new formulation· of the bottom stress, in parti

cular -,to alocally one-dimensional model by which the vertical

profiles of tidal and storm currents can be predicted.

THREE-DIHENSIONAL EQUATIONS FOR TIDES AND STORM SURGES. IN A WELL

MIXED SHALLOW SEA

The three-dimensional equations describing tida1 and storm

currents in a weIl-mixed (constant density) shallow sea are fair
\

1y classical. If ~ = (u 1 ' u 2 ' u 3 ) is the velocity vector, u 3
• '.. I

denoting the ver~ical component and the vertical axis pointing up-

war d s, t h e y can be wr i t t e n , ( e • g. Ni ho u 1 1 97 5 ) ::

4

V.u = 0

~ p' ~. öU
1~(2. ) a ( )aXt P + g~ + aX

3
. Vax3

(2)

(3)
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a p.
~.Vu2 + fu) = - ---(-! + g~)aX 2 p

(4)

5

where f is twiee the vertieal eomponent of the earth's rotation

veetor~ Pa is the atmospherie pressure, p the speeifie mass of

sea water, ~ the surfaee elevation and v the vertieal eddy viseo-

'sity •

. In these equations, the quasi-statie approximation has been

used to eliminate the pressure, the effeet of the horizontal eom

ponent ofthe earth's rotation veetor (multiplied by u
3

« u) or

u 2 ) has been ignored and the horizontal turbulent dif-rusion of

momentum has 'been negleete'd as eompared with the vertieal diffu

,sion , taking into ae count that horizontal length seales are mueh

larger than the depth.

and = - h (5) (6)

are the equations of the free surfaee and the bottom, respeetively,

it is eonvenient to change vari~bles from (x) , x 2 ' x 3 ' t) to

•

F; , t) where

I( =

H here is the total depth, i.e •

H = h + ~

(7)

(8)

the a-vertieal velocity whieh,
dF;

given by dt .

The definition of the auxiliary variable F; is reminiseent of the

well-known a-transformation used by several authors (e.g. Freeman

et al 1972, Duranee 1976) but it is, in reality, only one part of

it, as, for instanee, one does not make use, in the following, of.
in the present notation~would be

\

The purpose of eq. 7 is to transform the variable range of

vertieal variations (-h''::' x
3

< r;) into' the fixed range (0 .::. ~ .::. 1)

whieh is better adapted to the determination of the eigenfunetions

of thevertieal turbulent diffusion operator whieh 'will be needed

later;



Strictly speaking, the new variable ~ varies from some very
Zo

small value ~o = H to I, where Zo is the so-called "rugosity

length". Zo can be visualized as the distance above the bottom

where the velocity is conventionally set equal to zero, ignoring

the inericated flow situation which occurs near the sea floor and

willing to parameterize its effect on the turbulent boundary

layer as simply as possible (e.g. Nihoui 1977). In the North Sea,

the value of z , which varies according to the nature of the
o

bottom, is of the order of 10-3m (ln ~. ~ - 10) (Ro~~ay 1976).
o

Although ~ ce I , it cannot be set equal. to zero because,
o

as mentioned 'before, the linear variation of the vertical eddy vis-

cosity near the bottom, leads to a'logarithmic velocity profile
,

which is singular at ~ = O~ However, one shall see in the follo~

wing that the singular part of the profile can be sorted out by

an appropriate change of variables, and that the new variables can

be expanded in' series of eigenfunctions of the vertical turbulent

diffusion operator in the range 0 c ~ ~ I.

In.brief, the lower limit of ~ will be taken equal to zero as

long as it does not create a singularity.

Changing variables from (xI , x 2 , x 3
, t) to (xI , x 2 ' ~ , t)

the first t.wo 'terms of the left-hand sides of eqs. 3 and 4 become

• 3u •
1. + A. + B. + S . i I , 2"ät =

1. 1. 1.

where'
3u. 3u.

A. 1. + 1. i I , 2 (9)= u
l

u
2 aX 2

=
1. ax I .

-I au. ah ah1. ( I ~) (u I u
3

) i I , 2 (10)B. = H. - + u 2 aX 2
+ =

1. a~ aXI

6

-I 3u.
~ al;1.

F;(u 1s
- u ) (u

2sS. = H + - u) -
1. a~ 1 aXt 2 . ax .

2

- (u 3s - u
3

) i = 1 , 2 ( 1 1 )

and where the relation
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~+ u ls
!5- + U' !L ... u 3s at x 3

CI r; (12)'at aX
I

2s aX2

has been used, the subseripts denoting surfaee values.

The eonditions under whieh the terms A, B and S - whieh are

generated by the time derivative as weIl as by the non-linear ad

veetion terms - ean be negleeted in the ease of the North Sea, are

not obvious.

(The situation here isdifferent from the studies of Jelesnianski

(1970) and F~ristall (1974), for instanee, where the cquationse being linearized to begin with, a a-type transformation eannot gene

rate any term of importanee.)

To estimate th~ orders of magnitude oi the non-linear ~erms A,

Band S, one must have some, even rough, idea ,of the vertieal profi

le of the veloeity and, for that purpose, one ean presumably take

Van Veen's profile (u ... u ~0.2, Van Veen 1938), whieh is probably
- s

not

l

reproduee satisfaetorily the observations in many eases (e.g. Bowden

1965, Nihoul 1975).

Now, the funetion (I - ~)~0.2 appearing in B is zero at the

stirfaee and at the bottom. lts larger valuesoeeur near the bottom

(it has a maximut:l '" 0.6 for ~ '" 0.17). The funetion ~ (l _ ~0.2). ;

appearing in S is more evenly'distributed over the water eolumn but
\ ,.. .

it' remains small everywhere (it has a maximum ~ 0.06 for ~ '" 0.4).

Comparing A and S (noting that u and r; have the same eharaete

ristie length of horizontal variati~ns) one finds

Even in very shallow coastal zones, this can only be a few percents
\

and one may reasonably neglect S as compared to A.

Dealing with long waves, one may associate to the time varia

tions and the horizontal space variations of the velocity field a
-4 '

typical frequency w(w '" 10 '" f) and a typical wa~e-length c/w

where c is the phase velocity.

Observed values of the phase velocity exceed 10m/sec even in

shallow eoastal areas (note that IgH gives 10m/sec for H only
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10 meters). Maximum values of the flow velocity u are 9f the order

of tm/sec '(e.g. Ronday ] 976). The non-linear advection term A (and

a fortiori S) is thus generally negligible as compared to the time

derivative ; the two terms being in the ratio u/c.

This might not be true in some places, near amphidromic points,

for instance where the characteristic length of horizontal Tariations

of the velocity field cou1d be smal1er than the wave 1ength. rts

sma11er value however is the grid size, because one cannot introduce

in the model variations at sca1es which are meant to be smoothed out.

Still, with a grid size of, say, ]0 kms, A cou1d be one Q~der of ma

gnitude 1arger, comparab1e with the time derivative. There are thus

10calized areas, where the non~linear terms cannot be neglected.

Depth-integrated two-dimensiona1 m~dels cannot reproduce correct1y

the tide and storm surge 'characteristics over the whole North Sea

with~ut retaining the non-linear terms.' (It can be shown that these

terms are also necessary if one wants to model the residual circu1a

tion (Nihou1 ]975, Nihoul and Ronday ]976»). However,' if one excepts

"singular" regions like amphidrotlic ,points, it seems reasonab1e to

neg1ect A in the determination of the 10ca1 vertical profile of the

velocity.

The characteristic length of variations of the bottom topography

h(x], x 2 ) is not re1ated to the wave-1ength c/w. It cannot however

be sma11er than the grid size for the same obvious reason as before~

For a ]0 km grid size, each term composing B can be comparab1e to the

time derivative. However, as shown previously, B is essential1i ,im

portant near the bottom where one may expect the stream1ines to fo1

low the bottom topography fairly closely. In' that case, the three

terms may be expected to nearly cancel each other, i.e.

'near the b'ottom \ (]3)

In the following, counting on a grid size of some ]0 km and assuming

that the departure of the left-hand side of eq.13 does not exceed 10 %
of the value of the individual terms, one shall neglect B as compared

to ~u. One should be aware, however, that, in finer grid models, forot .
coastal studies for instance, B might be more important and, indeed,

turn out tobe the e~sential c6ntribution of the non-linear terms to

include by priority in the models.
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More details about numerical values and orders of magnitude charac

teristic of the North Sea can be found, for instance, in(Ronday

1976).

Changing variables from x
3

to ~ , the 'last terms in the right

hand sides of eq. 3 and eq. 4 become

-2 a .. aÜ i
H TI' (\l äT)

•
..

Observations indicate that the eddy ~iscosity \l can be expres-

sed as the product of a function of t, xI and x 2 and a function of

~ (Bowden 1965). If one~ets

(t 4)

and neglects the non-linear terms according to the discussion above,

one can write eq. 3 and eq. 4 in the simple well-documented form

au]
f 3 Pa

g r;) a 0.
aU I

'IT"'" - u 2 = - (- + + a ~ ~ )::Ix. r rl~
I

aU 2
f

a Pa
gr;) + a

0.
3u 2+ u l = -- (- + a TI' äT)3t aX

2
p

•

(15)

( I 6)

One emphasizes that these equations, although valid for the

most part of the,North Sea, are not applicable in localized areas

wherethe non-linear terms are important. In such "singular" regions,

tt however, their solution can be used as described below, to initiate

an iteration process in which the non-linear terms are regarded as

driving forces. The combination of eqs. 15 and 16 (or higher itera

tion forms of them) with a depth-integrated two-dimensional model

will provide the elements of a three-dimensional model by which, at

each great point, surface elevation, vertical mean current and ver~

ticalprofile of the velocity can be predicted.

LOCALLY ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF THE VERTICAL VARIATIONS OF THE

HORIZONTAL CURRENT

Let

( 17)
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- 3u 3u
'[ ... " = a H AaX 3 a~

a Pa 3
p .

~ ... - (- + gr;) - i - (2 + gr;)aX I
p aX 2

p

eqs. 15 and ·]6 can be combined into the single equation

~Ut + i f u ... ~ + a 3 (A au)() TI" a~

( I 8)

( 19)

(20)

•
The forcing term ~ is a function of t, xI and x 2 • Hence, al

though the dependence does not appear explicitly in eq. ~O, u must

be regarded as a function of ~ , t , x] and x 2 • At any given point

x] , x 2 ' eq. 20 provides a locally one-dimensional model of the

vertical distribution of u as a function of time.

If T~ and Tb denote the values of '[ at the surface and at the

bottom respectively, the depth-averaged velocity u is given by the

equation

The vertical profile of the eddy viscosity v may be different

in different circumstances but it is generally admitted that, in any

case,. its a~ymptotic behaviour for small ~ is given by
•

au + • f - A ( ) H-]at 1 U ... W + TS - Tb

and the deviationu = u - ü is given by

au + i f u = a{l- (A au) _ Ts - Tb}
at . a~ a~ aH

(2 I)

(22)

(23)

where K is an appropriate constant which, according to observations

in the North Sea, may be taken~s the classical Von Karman ~onstant

of turbulent boundary layer theory (e.g. Ronday 1976).

Combining eqs. ]4 and 23, one can see that aH must be propor

tional to KILbll/2. There is no lack of generality in taking the

constant of proportionality equal to I (thefunctions a and Aare

only defined by their product). Hence



J J..

aH = I I ] /2 (24)K Tb

and

).(f;) '" f; for small E; (25)

Changing variäb1es to wand y defined by
. f T

:~ b(E;)
... = - ~ t + -! s(f;) + (26)u w e aH

t
y = I a(v)dv (27)

0

where

• s (f;) = Jf; n dn (28)).(n)
f;o

b(E;) JE; 1 - n dn (29)= ).(n)
f;o

eq. 22 can be written

aw + e' s(O' + e
b

b(f;) =
ay s

where

a ( aw)
~).'"IT (30)

ea
=

if t ~ Ta ~ • f Te (_0 +.: f) (_) .. 0 (~ t a)
a at· aH äY e aH a .. s, b (3 J )

•. .with ·the boundary conditions

at E; = 0 and f; .. 1 (32)

If the vertica1 profile of the eddy viscosity is known sand

bare known functions of f;. Eq. 30 a1lows then the determination

of the vertica1 profile of the velocity in terms of a , H , es and

eb which - at any given point x] , x 2 - are functions of t Jnd thus

of y •

VERTICAL PROFILE OF THE HORIZONTAL CURRENT

Introducing the Laplace transforms

W(a,E;) = f= e-aYw(y,E;)dy
o

(33)



CI>

(:) f -ay
- (a) = e G (y)dy

Cl 0 Cl

eq. 30 can be transformed into

with the boundary conditions

Q Cl s.b

d dW
= d~ (A d1' )

(34)

(35)

12

at ~ = 0 and E; = (36)

.Let now aseries of functions f(~) (n = 0.1 • .•. ) such that

d df
(A n

fdT) = - CldE; n n

clf
A n

0 at ~ 0dT = =

n = O. 1. 2 ••••

and E; = 1

(37)

(38)

The n 's bein~ annronriate eiQenvalues with n = o.n ~. .• ~ 0

It is readily seen that these functions are orthogonal o~ (0. I).
They can be further normalized by imposing

I
f f2 dE; = (39)o n

It is tempting to ·seek a solution of eq. 34 in the form of a

series expansion in

Let thus

CI>

W = E c f (0
0

n n

CI>

w = E w f (E;)
0

0
n n

CI>

s = E s f (~)

0 n n

CI>

b ~ I b f (0
0

n n

f (~).
n

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)
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and

The coefficients wn ' sn ' b n are known if A(~) and thus s(~)

b(~) are known. The coefficients c are determined by eq. 35.
n

(44)

Hence

w = l. -I W = ~ {W
no

-a yne - s n RS
- bn n (45)

where

f
y -an(y-y')

= 0 (y') e dy'
o a

a = s, b (46)

From eqs.37 and 38, it is readily seen that

(47)n > 0= 0f (Od~n

1
f
o

and that f is a constant so that the first terms in the serieso
expansions 40, 4], 42 and 43 represent the depth-mean va lues

of the corresponding functions.

Combining eqs. 26, 3] and 45, one then obtains

T

a = o~ (s (0
Tb

s) + 0 H ( b (0 - b J (48)

-i f t
e

Here sand b represent the depth-averaged values of sand band the

condition that the depth-averaged value of a must be zero has been

used to eliminate W
o

By successive iutegrationsby parts, oue can write, using eq. 3]

i f t ]}(e OHTa)

.0y

-Cl ya- q e n
n

a =
n =

s, p

], 2 • • •
(49)



Using eq. 24 and typicalvalues for the North Sea (e.g.
. . -4 -1

Ronday, 1976), one finds that (J may vary f.rom 10 sec ,in cases

of sm~ll cur~ents almost reduced to residual at turningtides and

weak winds, to 10-2 sec~1 incases of largetidal current·s and

strong winds •. The time variations of the stressand velocity

fields may.be characterized by atypical "frequency"

w ~ 10-4 sec- 1 ~ f •

Thus

J 4

d' i d
dy" '0 dt

w ..
"'- <.(J .~

Successivedifferentiationswith respectto y should thus,

if anythlng~ ~edu~e th~ order of magnitude. The eigenvalues a
n

bein~ increasi~~~unctioni ~f n, the factor a;q in eq. 48 will ra-

pidlybecome negligibly small as n and q increase and one foresee

thatin.eqs. 48 and 49, 6nly a few terms of the sums will have to

be retained.

Vith the observed values of (J, the variable yreaches values

of order 10 in less than a tidal period. One can see then that the

influence of the initial conditions rapidly vanishes '; the factor
a . . . .

e-· nY (in eqs. 48 and 49) becoming exceedingly small.

Thus, after a short time, theessential contribution to the
t.

velocity deviation will be.~~

u =
"r

S

aR b)

"r s f t
(50)

One can see thatEkman .veering affects' only the third term (and the

dther .smaller terms of the sum) and is most effective when a is the
\

sma~lest (low current velocities, weak winds) as one would normally

·expect.

The velocity deviatio~ given by eq~ 50 must satisfy theaddi

tional requirement that the total velocity be zero at the bot tom,

i.e.

U." ~.u at E;= E;
o

(51)
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Eq. 51 provides a relationship between t b ' ü and Ts Thus

the bottom stress can be parameterized in terms of the depth-mean

velocity and the wind stress and it can be substituted in the depth

integrated two-dimensional model. The two-dimensional model can

compute the mean velocity, the surface elevation and subsequently

Tb and a. These in terms can be substituted in eq. 50 to yield

the vertical profile of the velocity.

The only difficulty is that the solution 50 and the subsequent

parameterization of Tb are not valid everywhere. In certain parts

of the North Sea, the non-linear terms A and B are not negligible.

They are how~ver not dominant and in the "singular" regions they

can be included in the model by an iteration process (i) a preli-

minary two-dimensional model where the bottom stress is paramete

rized by eq. 51 or by eq. 1 (it will be shown in the next section

that it is indeed a very good approximation) can be run to compute

the components of the depth-averaged velocity and their horizontal

gradients, (ii) eq. 50can be used to express the depth-dependence

of the non linear terms, (iii) the combination of (i) and (ii) gives

A,B and if needed S as known functions of t, Xl' x 2 and ~ which may

be added as driving forces to eqs. 21 or 22, (iv) the process can

be repeateduntil a satisfactory convergence is obtained.

Thus, one finally achieves a three-dimensional model of tides

and storm surges. The model is .the superposition of a depth

integrated two-dimensional model and a locally one dimensional model

where the variations of the eddy viscosity with depth is properly

taken into account, the bottom friction is parameterized without

excessive empiricism and the non-linear effects are taken into con

sideration.

The inclusion of the non-linear terms and of a variable eddy
\

viscosity is, according to Cheng(Cheng et al 1976) a significant

improvement on former models developed along the same line (e.g.
.. .

Heaps 1972, 1976, Foristall 1974, Cheng 1976).
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APPLICATION OF TUE MODEL TO TUE NORTU SEA

As pointed out before, depth-integrated two-dimensional models

of tides and storm sur~e~ in the North Sea ha~e been successfully

operated for many years (e.g. Nihoul and Ronday 1976). Before con

sidering undeitaking a complete new simulation using the two~

dimensional model in parallel with eqs. 50 and 51, it has seemed in

te~esting to apply the locally one-dimensional model at a certain

number of grid points of the two-dimensional grid where one knew

from the depht-integrated model the me an velocity, the surface ele

vation and the order of magnitude of the non';'linear terms and ·where

's~fficien~e~perimentaldata were available to determine the func

ti~nal d~pend~nce of the eddy viscositY'on depth.

In;this first application, the selected grid points where the

calculation was made were chosen in regions where the non-linear

terms were negligible and the depth-variation of the eddy viscosity

could satisfactorily be represented by a function of the type

A:: f;(1 '';'.!. 0
. 2.

(52)

•
which.has the advantage of allo~in~ the solution of (37) in analy

ticalform.

As,in the existing depth-integrated models, eq. is used to

parameterize the bottom stress, eq. 51 is exploited in this approach

as a test of consistency between the two-dimensional model at any

grid point and the one-dimensional depth-dependent model at.the same

grid point.

The eigenfunctions and the eigenvaiues corresponding to eq.52

are found to be

(53)

(54)

where P 2n denotes the Legendre pblynomials of even order.

Eq. 50 becomes
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T
S

oH (4 ln 2 - 2 - 2 ln (2 - ~»)

Tb
+ oH (2 - 2 ln 2 + ln (2 - ~) + ln ~)

+ - 1 a (i f t T S + 2 Tb) ( St" 2 5 t" + ...2.)
o ät e oH TZ ~ - 6 ~ 18

-i f t
e

(55)

where it is understood that , runs from 0 to 1 everywhere except

in ln , where its lower limit must be specifically set at , •
o

At ~ = '0 '" 0 eq. 51 gives

T Tb

••
s (2 2 ln 2) (- ln ~o ln 2 2)u = - + + -oH oH

5 -} d ·i f t T + 2T b -i f t(e s- 18 0 ät oH ) .e

Hence

Ts 2 Tb r, _ .. I ,. 2 - f;,\
'" 2 ' - ---.-"--- + + lr:.u ..... t. LI. <;" <;'0 )oH 2 - , oH 2

-} i f t T
S

+ 2 Tb 5 -i f t- 0 1.... (e ) TZ ,(2 - E;) e
at oH

(56)

(57)

•
Eq. 57 shows that the vertical profile of the velocity u is the

result of three contributions which may be related to the wind

stress,. the bottom stress and the effect of the Coriolis force com

bined with the action of wind or bottom friction.

Taking

estimates

ln E; = - 10 as a typical value (e.g. Ronday 1976), oneo .

T
S 2 ln 2

oH 2 ~
TS

'" O. 1
Tb

(ln E;/ '0 2 - F;) Tb
oH + ·ln 2

-I _a_ (e i f t TS 5
'(2 ,)0 -) TZ -at oH

'" 0.3 ~

Ts 2 0
2 lnoH .2 - ~

-1 ·a (e i f t Tb 5 E;. (2 E;)0 ät OH) 12 -
<: O. 1 ~

Tb 2 ,) '" 0

E",/ '0 -
oH (ln + ln 2



• where 00 is, as before, a typical frequency of time variations

(00 ~ 10-4 sec- 1 ~ f).

i) In the case of strong winds (> 10 m/sec) and strong currents

(> Im/sec)" and 'b are comparab1e (> 10- 3 m2 /sec- 2 ), a
~ s ~

can be one order of magnitude larger than 00 , the essential

contribution is due to bottom friction, the direct effect of

the wind stress does not exceed some 10 % of the former and

there is no noticeable Ekman veering. This will be a fortiori

true in the case of strong (tida1) currents and weak winds.

ii) In the case of strong winds but re1ative1y moderate currents

re1ated to residual and wind-induced circulations at slack

tide, the effects of wind and bottom friction may become

comparable. The Ekman veering will however remain rather li

mited as the ratio oo/a will presumably still be smaller than 1 •

I 8

.: .: .: ,---,

to residuals at slack tide),

contribution remains related

comparable to 00 and both the

~ !!H! 1 1 (' '.' T" T" P n t" ~ ( :l 1 m n ~ t" r P. ci tl ~ P. d
-5('s ~ 'b ~ 10 ) the essential

to the bottom stress, a may be

wind stress and the Coriolis for-

ce can produce a 10 % deviation of the vertical profile of

ve loc ity.

Thus, in a shal'low continental sea like the North Sea where

tides are omnipresent and can reach velocities of the order of

1 m/sec or more, one expects that, during a substantia1 fraction

of the tidal period, Coriolis effects may be neglected and eq. 56

can be written, in first approximation,

u ~

, 'b
a~ (2 - 2 1n 2) + aH (- In ~o + In 2 - 2) (58)

. . \ .
Moreover, the numerical coeffic1ent of the f1rst term be1ng

approximately 0.1 of the coefficient of the second term, eq. 24

may be written

or

~ aH IU'I K
2

- 1n ~ + In 2 - 2o
(59)
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(] H '" 1~_K,,--2--".--c=-

- In ~ + ln 2 - 2o

Combining with eq. 58, one gets

Tb '" - m T S + D ülül

or, equivalently

~b '" - m ~s + D u 1I!;111

where

2 - 2 In 2
,m= _ In ~ + In 2 - 2 '" 0.07

o

(60)

(61)

(61 ' )
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D

e,·,

for In ~ '" - 10o

Eq. 6i is iäentical with the empirical iormula i. Moreover

the numerieal values of the eoeffieients m and D predieted by the

model appear in elose agreement with the empirieal eoeffieients used
, -3

in sueeess in praetiee (m ",o.1 D '" 2 10 ,Ronday 1976).

The empirieal bottom frietion lawl would thus seem, to be va

lid except perhaps for a fraction oftime at tide reversal. Whether

this is sufficient to affect significantly the predietions of a

depth-integrated model ean be Judgedby the test of consisteney
" , I , '

~h~ mean velocity ü ealculated by the depth-integr~~ed model, using

eq. 1, must be the same as the',mean velocity ü giv~n by eq. 56.

This proved to be the ease at all points where the ealeulation

was made. Only a slight difference,was obsetved and this oeeured, as

expected at tide reversal.

Figures 1-5 give, in illustration, the results'of the eomputa

tion at the point 52°30'N , 3°S0'E under strong wind eonditions

where the depth-integrated model provided the following estimates

Ilüll ~ 0.7
-1

m sec H 'V 28 m ." .",
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Figs.L and 2 show the time evolution over half a tidal period

of the vertical profiles of, respectively, the northern and the

eastein components of the hori~ontalvelocityvector. The curves

from lef~ toright are vertical profiles computed at one hour in-

terval.

Figs.3 arid 4 show thesame components at tide reversal. The

curves from left to right are vertical profiles computedat a 20

minutes interval. Onecan see, on Fig. 3 the indica~ion of a re

verse flow in the bottom layer.

Fig.5 shows a comparison between the meanvelocity computed by

eq." 56andby the two-dimensionaldepth-integrated model. A very

good agieement is found except perhaps at minimum flow"velo~ity

associated with tide reversal.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Time evolution over half a tidalperiod of the vertical

profile of the Northern ~omponent of thehorizontal

velocity vector at the point 52°30'North, 3°50'East.

The curves from left to_right are vertical profiles

computed at one hour interval.

Time evolution over half a tidal per iod of the vertical

profile of the Eastern component of the horizontal

velocity vector at the point 52°30'North, 3°50'East.

The 'curves from left to right are vertical profiles

computed at one hour interval.

Vertical profile of the Northern component of the hori

zontal velocity vector at tid~ reversal. The curves

from left to right are vertical profiles computed"at a

20 minutes interval.

Vertical profile of the Eastern component of the hori

zontal velocity vector at tide reversal. The curves

from left to right are vertical profiles computed at a

20 minutes interval.

Comp~rison between the me an velocity computed by the

depth-integrated two-dimensional model (dashed line)

and by the locally one dimensional depth-dependent

model subject to the condition of zero velocity at the

bottom (full line).


